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Abstract. This research papers examines the state-of-the-art in the area of P2P
networks/computation. It attempts to identify the challenges that confront the
community of P2P researchers and developers, which need to be addressed be-
fore the potential of P2P-based systems, can be effectively realized beyond content
distribution and file-sharing applications to build real-world, intelligent and com-
mercial software systems. Future perspectives and some thoughts on the evolution
of P2P-based systems are also provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks and the computations that they facilitate have received
tremendous attention from the research community, simply because of the huge un-
tapped potential of the P2P concept – extending the boundaries of scale and de-
centralization beyond the limits imposed by traditional distributed systems, besides
enabling end users to interact, collaborate, share and utilize resources offered by one
another in an autonomous manner. Moreover, P2P architectures are characterized
by their ability to adapt to failures and dynamically changing network topology with
a transient population of nodes/devices, while ensuring acceptable connectivity and
performance. Thus, P2P systems exhibit a high degree of self-organization and fault
tolerance.
The P2P concept represents a paradigm shift from the client-server or hub-spoke
model to a more decentralized device to device model. The devices perform the role
of either client or server depending on the application and the nature of interaction.
Since the interaction among peer devices is direct in nature it frees up the most basic
of resources – network bandwidth, which was placed under tremendous strain due
to millions of users accessing information over the internet, using the traditional
client-server paradigm, where a few servers cater to the ever increasing demand
for information from the end users. The peer model allows end users to directly
connect to other peers on the internet, forming groups and collaborating, leading
to the creation of virtual supercomputers, immense file systems offering potentially
limitless storage, user created search engines and other novel applications.
A formal definition of P2P systems was provided by Theotokis [1] et al. as
follows: “Peer-to-peer systems are distributed systems consisting of interconnected
nodes able to self-organize into network topologies with the purpose of sharing re-
sources such as content, CPU cycles, storage and bandwidth, capable of adapting to
failures and accommodating transient populations of nodes while maintaining accept-
able connectivity and performance without requiring the intermediation or support
of a global centralized server or authority.”
In the last ten years P2P based systems have caught the fancy of millions of in-
ternet users’ worldwide beginning with Napster [2], a hybrid P2P application which
revolutionized the way digital music files were shared between users of the internet.
Another flooding based P2P system, Gnutella [3] has been deployed and used ex-
tensively for sharing and exchanging files with over one million users and more than
10 terabytes of shared data. Other examples of popular P2P applications/protocols
include Seti@Home [4] using the idle CPU cycles of millions of computers connected
to the internet to download and analyze data from radio telescopes in the search
for extra-terrestrial intelligence, OceanStore [5] (providing a persistent and secure
data store scaling to billions of users built on top of untrusted servers), KaZaA [6]
(for distributed file sharing and concurrent searching using search agents), BitTor-
rent [7] (a P2P communications protocol for content sharing and distribution) and
CoolStreaming [8], based on P2PTV (designed to redistribute video streams in real-
time to P2P networks). Different studies peg P2P traffic at 20 to 80% of all internet
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traffic. The steep variation arises out of the thin line of classification employed be-
tween distributed, client/server and P2P systems. Some consider social networking
sites like Facebook [9], YouTube [10] and other similar applications to be hybrid
P2P since peers are responsible for generating and sharing content with each other.
Cisco [11] projects an annual growth rate of over 100% for P2P traffic for the next
five years with new applications and software systems expected to be built on the
P2P paradigm. In any case, the emergence of P2P as a widely adopted concept for
current and future internet applications cannot be denied.
P2P researchers and developers have focused mostly on content distribution
and file sharing systems, with a special emphasis on algorithms to improve the ef-
ficiency of query routing and correctness of data search in P2P networks, with the
result that the issues, techniques and solutions involved are well understood within
the community. The next generation of P2P systems shall focus increasingly on
allowing peers to not only share information in a more secure and trust-worthy
manner, but also allow peers to offload execution of tasks to other peers and al-
low commercial software systems to be built and deployed enabling advanced P2P
interactions/collaborations. Some examples of early work in this direction include
Groove [12] and JXTA [13].
The aim of this research paper is to identify the challenges that still exist in
the field of P2P networks/computing, based on a comprehensive review of existing
research literature, besides attempting to provide some insights into the future trends
that shall characterize the evolution of P2P based systems. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the P2P system model,
while Section 3 highlights the areas which current research in the field is focusing
on. Section 4 lists the open issues which still require to be addressed and Section 5
provides some future trends that could be significant in the evolution of P2P systems.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 SYSTEM MODEL
P2P networks are organized as overlay topologies on top of the underlying physi-
cal network topologies and are formed by peers connecting to each other in either
a structured or unstructured manner. Figure 1 provides a conceptual representation
of the P2P overlay topology. Since P2P networks are fault-tolerant, not susceptible
to single-point-of-failure and required to cater to a transient population of nodes,
P2P overlay topologies are multiply-connected Broadly, there are 3 classes of P2P
systems:
Pure P2P Systems – in which 2 nodes/devices interact with each other without
requiring intervention of any central server or service.
Hybrid P2P Systems – in which peers rely partially on a central server to pro-
vide certain services, although the interaction between peers still takes place
independently.
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Federated P2P Systems – in which peer interactions take place inside pre-defi-
ned domains, such as within an organization.
Fig. 1. An example of P2P overlay topology, over a physical network
Moreover, P2P systems can either be structured, where the overlay graph is well-
structured and a mathematical scheme (e.g. Distributed Hash Tables) is applied to
make sure that new nodes are added in a manner which maintains the structure or
unstructured, where the overlay is random graph type and new nodes are added to
the network in an unpredictable manner. Structured P2P systems are formed on
the basis of node-identifiers, guaranteeing information retrieval in bounded time for
simple queries and are self-organizing in the face of failures whereas unstructured
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P2P systems can support large complex queries, but do not guarantee information
retrieval in bounded time with not so efficient self-organization capabilities.
Some of the hybrid approaches to P2P topology organization rely on the fact
that not all peers are equal in terms of the computing resources that they offer
and hence treating them as equal peers would not be fair. Peers which offer more
computing power to enable them to perform a more central role in a P2P environ-
ment are referred to as super-peers and P2P topologies are organized around these
super-peers. Super peers are expected to maintain distributed indices for the entire
network, forward search queries and aggregate resources of the peers directly con-
nected to them etc. Figure 2 provides a high-level view of a super-peer based P2P
topology.
Fig. 2. An example super-peer based P2P topology
3 CURRENT RESEARCH
Recent research in P2P systems has focused on three categories of P2P systems,
offering
• communication and collaboration
• distributed computation
• content distribution.
Out of these most of the research is focused on techniques and strategies of con-
tent distribution which focus on authoring and publishing, indexing and organizing
and searching and retrieval of information. Communication and collaboration sys-
tems have been around for some time and represent mostly hybrid P2P systems,
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like chat and instant messaging systems, with some element of centralized control
like identity management etc. A truly collaborative environment integrating com-
munication, content distribution and distributed computation is still not available.
Figure 3 provides a timeline depicting the evolution of P2P systems, although many
of the developments took place in parallel and cannot be represented as occurring
in a strictly sequential manner. The following sections discuss the state-of-the-art
in P2P networks.
3.1 Construction/Organization of P2P Networks
One of the basic areas of research has been organization of P2P networks (both
structured and unstructured). Essentially, P2P topologies can either be connected
in a structured (a well-defined mathematical scheme is applied to maintain the
overlay topology on addition or deletion of nodes) or unstructured manner (overlay
is random graph type and new nodes are added in an unpredictable manner). The
focus of all topology construction schemes is to reduce overlay routing hops and
consequently improve the search performance for P2P applications deployed on the
overlay network.
Solutions for organization of structured P2P networks have ranged from Content
Addressable Networks (CANs) based on Distributed Hash Tables [14, 15]. Many
of the DHTs evolved from the early work of Plaxton et al. [16], which describes
a locality-aware tree-based scheme for efficient storage and retrieval of distributed
objects. Another variation on CAN is the Multi-Hypercube organization [17, 18] of
P2P networks which are extremely fault tolerant in the face of heavy-node transience
and network churn. Other researchers have proposed tree-based structures [19, 20]
enabling efficient organization of P2P overlay topology. These schemes map content
(essentially files) to a unique key. Each peer in the overlay topology maintains
a subset of indices containing a range of keys, essentially mapping content to the
nodes which store the content. Peers issue key-based queries, which are then routed
through the overlay topology based on the index information maintained at each
peer.
Other examples of structured overlay network construction include Chord [21],
Pastry [22] and Tapestry [23]. Chord and Pastry tend to construct ring overlay
topologies by ordering all peers into a circular identifier space to reduce the routing
hops and to improve search performance. Tapestry goes a step further by plac-
ing object replicas and location pointers throughout the overlay network and han-
dling search queries closer to the requesting peer, improving search performance.
Viceroy [24] is a butterfly network organizing the peers in a crossbar-switch con-
figuration allowing only unidirectional communication, with a ring of successor and
predecessor links which help in performing vicinity searches. Kademlia [25] uti-
lizes the XOR metric to measure distance between two peers, to be used for rout-
ing between peers in the overlay space. Two node ID’s or a node ID and a key
are XORed and the result is the distance between them. For each bit, the XOR
function returns zero if the two bits are equal and one if the two bits are differ-
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ent. Koorde [26] is another DHT which is based on Chord [21] and De Bruijn
graphs [27] to achieve the O(logN) lookup upper bound with O(logN) neighboring
peers.
Hierarchical P2P networks [28, 29] rely on clustering the overlay topology around
super-peers (peers which have greater compute power and are resource-wise better
endowed than other peers in the overlay topology) or combining both structured
and unstructured peer topologies. This helps in improving the scalability and per-
formance of P2P networks while retaining the resilience offered by traditional P2P
networks.
Recently the concept of one-hop DHTs has been proposed [30]. If the network
churn is not excessive, then one-hop DHTs can provide one-hop lookup by storing
the global lookup table at each peer. This scheme is suitable only for very stable
environments and conserves bandwidth.
At the other end of the spectrum are random unstructured P2P networks, which
have a desirable property that the overheads of topology creation and maintenance
are avoided. All structured P2P networks need to implement a maintenance func-
tion, which may need to be invoked frequently depending on the churn/transience
in the network. However, unstructured P2P networks suffer from the drawback
that they are unable to provide search success guarantees and results in finite time.
Detailed comparison of various network topologies is provided in [31]
3.2 Overlay Topology Optimization
Once the basic topologies were established, the research community began to focus
on optimizing the overlay topologies primarily to reduce the search overheads asso-
ciated with large P2P networks and handling frequent churn in the overlay topology.
Several schemes have been proposed for optimization of P2P overlay topologies, both
structured and unstructured, with a view to achieving performance improvements
over the flooding based search mechanism prevalent in earlier P2P systems. Most of
these schemes rely on an awareness of the underlying network topology in the con-
struction or adaptation of the overlay topology to reduce the ratio of overlay hops
to physical hops and consequently the latency for content lookup. Other schemes
rely on creating clusters of high-bandwidth connection nodes to improve the overall
network performance.
An efficient overlay construction scheme for random unstructured P2P networks
is provided in [32] by Vishnumurthy et al. They provide a scheme called SwapLinks
which maintains the indegree and outdegree of each peer in the network ensuring
that the load is equitably distributed amongst peers, thereby improving overall
performance. Wan et al. [33], propose an autonomous topology optimization scheme
for unstructured P2P networks, wherein each peer optimizes its connections based on
the underlying physical topology. This significantly reduces the average hop count
between any pair of nodes. Another scheme proposing a self-organizing, adaptive
overlay topology can be found in [34]. This scheme attempts to build resilience
and adaptability into the overlay topology by ensuring that each peer proactively
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Fig. 3. Timeline depicting evolution of P2P systems
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maintains a minimum number of links at all times, thus improving connectivity,
service availability and resilience to attacks.
Topology optimization schemes for structured P2P overlay topologies include
Virtual Binary Index (VBI) Trees [35] which are a balanced tree structure gua-
ranteeing content retrieval in O(log N) hops, construction of small-world overlay
networks [36] to handle flash-crowd scenarios (an overload condition when many
peers try and access the same content), and random landmarking [37] (in which
peers use well-known landmark peers to organize themselves into groups of nodes
which are in physical proximity to each other).
For applications focusing on multicasting or sharing streaming media and video
broadcasting availability of a high-bandwidth route from the requester to the re-
sponding peer is a high priority, even in the face of node transience. For such
applications topology organization schemes based on connection management [38,
39] to improve overall available bandwidth have been proposed. These schemes rely
on clustering high-bandwidth peers into clusters or multi-cast groups so that traffic
can be efficiently routed through them.
3.3 Overlay Routing and Content Search
Overlay routing and content search has been the single most important focus area
for P2P researchers. In fact, the plethora of overlay topologies and the optimiza-
tions available for the topologies serve only to reduce the routing overheads, making
content search more efficient. The amount of work done in this specific area can be
judged by the fact that though P2P networks are perceived to provide only best-
effort services, for content search and retrieval Quality-of-Service (QoS) parameters
have been well-defined for quite some time now and include guaranteed results, effi-
cient utilization of resources, fast response time, correctness of results and resilience
to changes in network topology. Different search mechanisms have been employed for
structured and unstructured P2P networks. Table 1 summarizes the search-related
issues for various overlay topologies and contrasts some well-known search schemes.
Early search mechanisms in unstructured P2P file sharing networks were based
on flooding, with queries being propagated by a peer to all connected peers, placing
a lot of overheads on network bandwidth. Simple optimizations such as introduc-
tion of time-to-live (TTL) parameter for queries and discarding duplicate messages,
helped improve the performance of flooding-based schemes. Gnutella [4] is a well-
known flooding-based content search application.
Another important development for improving search performance in P2P net-
works was to introduce content replication, ensuring that the probability of content
location was drastically improved. Theotokis et al. [2] classify replication techniques
into 5 categories: passive replication (occurs naturally as nodes copy content from
each other), cache-based replication (caching copies of content as it passes through
intermediate peers during the download process, thereby improving its availability;
prevalent in OceanStore [6], MojoNation [40] and FreeNet [41]), active replication
(content is actively replicated at various locations in the network), introspective
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replication (traffic and content requests are observed and content is replicated to
better satisfy future requests for the same content) and dynamic replication (plac-
ing a minimum number of replicas throughout the network while taking care of
server capacity and ensuring QoS compliance).
An improvement over flooding was parallel random walks [42] in which peers
randomly select a neighbor to forward the query to. The query is executed in pa-
rallel at multiple locations and combined with content replication, improved search
performance significantly. However, a need was felt to have more resource-preserving
search algorithms. To make search performance more deterministic, peers started
maintaining routing indices for known content to shape query propagation and en-
suring that query responses can be received in a finite time. The use of more
sophisticated broadcast policies, selecting which neighbors to forward search queries
to, based on their past history, as well as the use of local indices was first pre-
sented in [43]. An Intelligent Search Mechanism built on top of a Modified Random
Breadth-First Search (BFS) Mechanism is proposed in [44]. Each peer forwards
queries to a subset of its neighbors, selecting them based on a profile mechanism
that maintains information about their performance in recent queries.
Proximity-based routing for structured P2P networks exploits the knowledge
of the underlying physical topology in making optimal routing decisions to peers
which are physically closer. P3ON (Proximity Based Peer-to-Peer Overlay Net-
work) [45] describes a two-tier ringed topology with the first tier comprising all
peers in the topology and second tier comprising peers within an Autonomous Sys-
tem (AS), which are naturally clustered together. The lookup latency is significantly
reduced if the lookup is successful in the second tier. Zeng-de et al. [46] describe
a proximity-based routing scheme which combines the knowledge of internet topo-
logy with the routing table information for the overlay network to select peers which
are physically closer. These schemes are resource efficient since they do not construct
a topology-aware overlay. However, they tend to work well with smaller overlays.
Topology-based node ID assignment, as employed in [47], is another scheme which
maps the overlay ID space onto the physical network such that peers which are
closer in the physical space are also closer in the virtual space. However, it suf-
fers from load-balancing problems since the uniformity of the ID space is destroyed.
A better approach is proximity neighbor selection as used in Chord [21], which con-
structs an efficient topology-aware overlay while achieving comparable performance
to topology based node ID assignment, besides being more robust.
Content-Based Routing (CBR) is also another approach which is an extension of
the CAN and publish-subscribe concepts. Here messages are routed based on their
content rather than the destination addresses (overlay IDs). The typical strategy
in this approach is for the receiver to broadcast subscription requests specifying the
areas of interest. Whenever messages are sent they are delivered to all recipients
who had registered their interest in the contents of that particular message. Thus,
CBR is a recipient driven routing technique rather than the sender specifying the
recipient address as is the case with other routing techniques for P2P networks. Due
to the sheer scale of P2P networks, the scalability and efficiency of CBR is limited
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since the number of subscription requests to be catered to can impact the perfor-
mance significantly. Recently some techniques have been proposed to overcome the
scalability challenge for CBRs. These include HyperCBR [48] and ROSE [49]. Both
schemes rely on dividing the overlay space into multi-dimensional partitions for the
actual messages and subscription requests to travel independently. These partitions
do intersect to allow messages and subscriptions to be matched and routed. This
improves the load-balancing and increases efficiency allowing the scheme to scale to
large topologies.
Not all search based schemes rely on forwarding of query messages to other
peers. iSearch [50] incorporates an intelligent technique based on the Fuzzy Adaptive
Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART) neural network to perform document clustering in
order to support content-based publishing and retrieval over P2P networks. This
helps avoid indexing and improves performance over flooding-based systems. Yang
et al. provide an evaluation of the GUESS [51] non-forwarding search technique and
demonstrate that non-forwarding search provides performance an order of magnitude
better than forwarding-based techniques.
Recent work in routing and content focuses on improving the search efficiency for
a wide-variety of application areas. Chen et al. [52] have proposed an efficient search
mechanism based on a two-phase Ticket-Based Search algorithm (TBS), based on
ticket broadcasts. Each ticket represents permission to search a node. This scheme
optimizes the search for both popular (by reducing lookup delay) and rare files
(by minimizing duplicate messages). Mashayekhi et al. [53] propose a semantic
based search for unstructured P2P networks, in which they maintain ontology based
indices for each outgoing link at a peer. These indices also reflect the number of
files accessible by following a particular outgoing link and average hop distances.
This helps in improving the search performance. Vishnevsky et al. [54] propose
a Recursive Partitioning Search (RPS) mechanism which prevents duplicate queries
and significantly reduces search overheads by ensuring that each peer is visited only
once during the search.
Range queries, which seek multiple objects within a particular range of overlay
space IDs, have also been addressed by several schemes. It is based on the premise
that looking for multiple possible results is more efficient than seeking single objects.
Since range queries look for a range within a dataset it helps if semantically similar
content is stored in a cluster of peers. Thus, this scheme is suitable for structured
P2P networks, built over non-DHT based topologies, since hashing destroys the
data locality of the hashed content. Schütt et al. [55] have proposed an efficient
scheme to handle range queries over unstructured P2P networks, while González-
Beltrán [56] propose handling range queries over skip-tree graphs, a specialized data
structure. For hierarchical networks Tran et al. [57] propose a multi-dimensional
search scheme, EZSearch, which is based on the Zigzag hierarchical overlay topology,
enabling k-nearest neighbor and range queries to be handled with low overheads.
Along with maintaining routing indices for locating content faster, another class
of systems focuses on intelligent overlay routing of P2P queries to optimize the
search performance. These schemes are generally for unstructured networks, since
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in structured overlay topologies, the routing is based on efficient organization of
content based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). Brocade [58] focuses on land-
mark based routing, differentiating between local and inter-domain routing to reduce
wide-area traffic and routing latency. Landmark peers are used to define the bound-
aries for local and remote areas. SkipNet [59] is an overlay network with locality
properties which helps in making dynamic routing decisions to locate content faster
with reduced hops for query propagation. It uses a multidimensional skip-list data
structure to support overlay routing, maintaining both a DNS-based namespace for
operational locality and a randomized namespace for network locality. In recent
work Kumar et al. [60] proposed an efficient and scalable routing scheme for un-
structured networks, while Gatani et al. [61] propose an adaptive routing scheme
for locating specific compute resources in P2P computational grids. Shi et al. [62],
propose a dynamic routing protocol for keyword-based search in unstructured P2P
networks.
3.4 Security
As always, security is a major research area with the anonymous nature of P2P
systems offering malicious users the cover to indulge in disruptive acts. In fact, P2P
based systems have become notorious for blatant copyright violations and propaga-
tion of security threats and distributed attacks. Table 2 summarizes the security
threats prevalent in P2P networks/computation and proposed solutions in litera-
ture to counter these threats. It is evident that due to the autonomy, anonymity,
censorship-resistance, overlay routing, large scale churn afforded by P2P networks
no comprehensive security scheme exists which alleviates all the security vulnera-
bilities. In contrast, other distributed computing architectures like grids are much
better at providing security with centralized elements ensuring authentication and
authorization for registered users.
Anonymity remains the core issue affecting security for P2P applications. How
can a peer know whether its counterpart peer is genuine or malicious? Can the con-
tent from a peer be trusted? Can the other peer be allowed to access your computer
resources, content without harming your computer? The basis for such interactions
is the “Trustworthiness” of a peer, which needs to be established. Several solutions
based on trust and reputations of peers participating in the P2P network have been
proposed. EigenTrust [63] and TrustMe [64] are two well-known schemes for estab-
lishing the trust ratings of a peer through its interactions with other peers. The
sheer scale of P2P systems makes trust computation and ensuring the security of
every peer a Herculean task. As such, the solutions proposed by researchers have
focused only on certain class of P2P applications like file sharing and storage mana-
gement. These distributed solutions have focused on identifying trustworthy peers
and attempting to isolate malicious peers within the realm of the application under
consideration. Trust and reputation values are computed at a per peer basis and
then aggregated and communicated to the entire network of peers, which can be time
consuming and less than efficient. Over the years several other researchers have pro-
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Table 1. Summary of search schemes for various categories of P2P networks
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posed schemes for computing and disseminating trust values for peers. A detailed
discussion on various trust and reputation-based systems is available in [65].
Security solutions for P2P applications operating within federated domains,
such as organizations or those relying on setting up specialized communities/groups
range from identity management [66], authentication and authorization [67], admis-
sion control in peer groups [68], access control [69] and role-based access control
(RBAC) [70]. However, these solutions tend to introduce centralized elements for
issuing certificates, public/private keys etc, which does not fit well in the decentral-
ized model for P2P networks. Moreover, these represent a single-point-of-failure in
the scheme. Some attempts are being made by researchers to propose decentralized
security models. Some attempts have focused on letting peers define security policies
suited to their interactions with other peers [71].
3.5 Distributed Computation
P2P networks enable computation-in-the-large with potentially millions of comput-
ers connected to the internet offering billions of MHz of computing power and stor-
age, helping create virtual supercomputers. The research community has focused
on several issues involved in distributed computation such as resource location and
management, utilizing idle compute cycles, distributed scheduling, remote work pro-
cessing, security issues, fault-tolerance etc. However, the thin line between issues
related to computational grids and P2P networks used for distributed computation
seems blurred. While grids involve the use of dedicated resources and fall into the
realm of high-performance computing, P2P networks can be viewed as providing
a best-effort service with heavy node-transience to contend with. Not many re-
searchers have focused on distributed computation in pure P2P networks, making
many simplifying assumptions about the nature of P2P networks. Moreover, ex-
isting schemes tend to focus on creating P2P computational grids within federated
domains, such as organizations, rather than on the internet. Also, due to the serious
security issues involved in allowing remote code to execute on their systems, orga-
nizations have stayed away from the potentially benefiting interactions with other
organizations. Hardly any cross-organizational distributed computational scheme
based on the P2P concept exists. Table 3 provides an overview of the various is-
sues involved in distributed computation and the solutions proposed by the research
community.
There have been instances of utilizing idle CPU cycles commercially and in other
real-world applications. Some of these applications are listed below:
• DataSynapse [72]: This company maintains a network of broadband-only mem-
bers. It resells its members’ idle PC capacity, but it also has a platform for
corporate infrastructures. The service targets energy and financial industries.
It does not support cross-organizational interactions.
• Entropia [73]: Entropia resembles DataSynapse, but most PC resources go to re-
search projects. Members choose the projects to support, such as AIDS research.
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• Boinc [74]: This site resells members’ processing power and offers a corporate
platform. It can harness power from PCs, from Macs, and from Linux-based
systems.
Table 2. Summary of security threats and applicable solutions
The above-mentioned systems are based on the Grid Computing system model,
with centralized elements such as data repositories, coordination managers and
process workflow managers required to facilitate interactions between participat-
ing nodes. Hence, they do not qualify as pure decentralized P2P systems. Yet,
some of the challenges such as security, resource provisioning and management,
fault-tolerance for deployed applications etc. are common to both approaches.
The issues involved in P2P computing have been examined in detail in [75].
Early work in this regard was the SETIHOME [5] project of NASA, which at-
tempted to utilize the idle CPU cycles available at computers connected to the
internet, which could download data collected from NASA’s radio telescopes in an
attempt to search for signals indicating the existence of extra-terrestrial intelligence.
Other schemes for harvesting idle CPU cycles include Condor [76] and Avaki [77].
Other P2P based computing frameworks include G2-P2P [78], CompuP2P [79] and
P3 [80]. Many of these frameworks introduce some centralized elements to man-
age and locate distributed resources, scheduling of remote work, load balancing and
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collation of results. Also, these frameworks tend to rely on the self-organizing fault-
tolerant nature of P2P networks without providing explicit fault-tolerance for the
deployed applications, making simplifying assumptions regarding the frequency of
node transience. The fault-tolerance issue has been addressed in [81] and overcomes
one of the major hurdles in ensuring the widespread deployment of cycle-stealing
P2P applications.
Scheduling in P2P distributed computation is a major area of focus for the
research community, since it needs to take into account the availability of peers,
their resource usage/availability, heterogeneity and load. For this reason most of
the well-known schemes tend to be centralized in nature. For a purely decentralized
setup, each peer would need to schedule its tasks independently and would lead to
many complications.
Table 3. Summary of issues involved in distributed computation and applicable solutions
A scheduling algorithm for high-performance P2P computing based on the
XtremWebCH (XWCH) Global Computing platform is described in [82]. It relies
on a central coordinator to accept job requests and schedule them on peers meet-
ing the job execution requirements. A Wave-Scheduler which organizes the overlay
topology according to geographic time-zones and exploits large chunks of idle CPU
cycles during the night time to deliver better performance is proposed in [83].
To provide a balance between resource providers and resource consumers in
distributed computing, an incentive-based scheduling algorithm is proposed in [84].
A detailed discussion on various scheduling strategies is provided in [85].
Other initiatives in distributed computation include creation of large-scale test-
beds for deploying and testing real-world applications involving distributed compu-
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tation. PlanetLab [86] is a research network comprising of over 1 000 nodes at over
450 locations worldwide, used to deploy network services, P2P applications and the
like. OurGrid [87] is another open-source computational grid for running parallel
applications.
Another focus area within the distributed computing space is the availability of
application development frameworks for creating P2P-based applications. JXTA [10]
is the most well-known application development framework providing primitives for
the creation and maintenance of P2P networks, besides providing query handling
mechanisms for location of content/resources via advertisements. Many applica-
tions have been built using the JXTA framework. More recently an application
development framework has been proposed in [88].
3.6 P2P Economics
Since P2P systems involve resource exchanges and utilization of services, the pro-
posal of several economic models represents a natural progression in the evolution
of the P2P domain. An early discussion on the possible economic models in P2P
and grid computing is available in [89]. The work classifies the economic models
into the following categories:
• Commodity Market Model (service providers price their resources and charge
users a fee as per usage of the resource; price depends on the demand-supply
ratio for the resource)
• Posted Price Models (advertise special offers to attract customers)
• Bargaining Model (negotiation to get the best deal and optimize resources)
• Tendering/Contract-Net Model (resource/service users advertise requirements
which are responded by potential service providers; a contract is agreed upon
and fulfilled by both parties.)
• Auction Model (a one-to-many model allowing service provider to seek the best
deal from many potential users)
• Bid-based Proportional Resource Sharing Model (resources allocated to a con-
sumer are directly proportional to its bid, relative to bids of other consumers)
• Community/Coalition/Bartering Model (a community of users contribute re-
sources and share the resources available in a group)
• Monopoly, Oligopoly (when one service provider exists and price is non-negoti-
able).
An evaluation of the feasibility of revenue models for P2P-based applications
such as digital content sharing, instant messaging, collaboration, web services and
distributed computation is available in [90]. The authors conclude that implement-
ing a micro-payments facility for P2P services may not be feasible for pure decen-
tralized P2P systems. A novel economic model for information exchange in mobile
P2P networks is presented in [91]. This work integrates sensors into a P2P network
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of moving vehicles to exchange information such as available parking slots around
current location, average speed and traffic conditions etc. PeerMart [92] creates
a marketplace for P2P services where services are traded via a double auction, in
a distributed manner. In PeerMart a peer can be a service provider, a service user
or a broker. The broker is responsible for routing service requests to the appro-
priate provider. This is done by indexing the services and service providers over
a structured DHT-based P2P topology. A monetary incentive based scheme has
been proposed in [93], where peers are paid money for every forwarded message.
The incentive combined with distributed reputation management ensures that the
entire network works optimally. The financials involved in paying incentives are
managed by the Credit Authority (CA) a centralized entity. MojoNation [34] is an-
other interesting economic model where participating peers earn a notional currency
“mojo” for services provided. The greater the “mojo” the greater are the services
which the peer is entitled to utilize in the network. However, very little of this
research has found its way into real-world applications and the P2P business model
can be considered a non-starter. Some of the reasons for the failure of the P2P
business model have been analyzed by Hughes et al. [94] and the following seven
constraints have been identified:
• the technical constraint
• the economic constraint
• the cognitive constraint
• the structural constraint
• the legal constraint
• the political constraint
• the cultural constraint.
The challenges in building successful real world economic models for P2P systems
are immense. Some of them are:
1. A credible system for accounting management and micro-payments for huge
internet scale topologies in a completely decentralized and distributed manner
is challenging to say the least.
2. Most of the P2P applications are content-sharing in nature. Since content gets
replicated each time it is shared ensuring that the creator of the content gets
duly compensated each time its content is shared is a big challenge. This and
several related issues has been examined in detail by Lin [95].
3. P2P content-sharing applications are notorious for blatant sharing of copyright
information such as music files. The global music industry has been lobbying
for stricter copyright violation laws and hence the P2P business model involves
many legal implications.
4. P2P networks are transient by nature and categorized by heavy network churn.
The QoS parameters are pretty much non-existent in P2P networks, with peers
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offering best-effort service. P2P applications would therefore need to be much
more robust and offer minimum guarantees for service provisioning before a re-
liable payment mechanism is feasible.
5. Without a centralized accounting and auditing agency, any disputes arising out
of service usage between two peers would be very hard to settle.
3.7 Resource Contribution
It is estimated that in P2P networks a majority of the peers utilize the resources
on offer without offering resources/content in return. This behavior is referred to as
“free-riding” and results in resource/content-providing nodes being swamped with
lookup and download requests, creating the same bottlenecks associated with tra-
ditional client-server systems. The research community has been actively proposing
schemes to counter free-riding. A good discussion on the issues of voluntary resource
contributions, free-riding and encouraging peers to contribute resources is provided
in [96]. Resource trading [97] between peers attempts to discourage free-riders from
using resources of other peers without offering anything in return. Incentive based
schemes [98] have been proposed which encourage peers to participate by offering
resources in terms of information, storage and compute cycles in exchange for higher
trust values and greater usage of resources of other peers. BitTorrent [7] is a polular
file-sharing application which uses the tit-for-tat approach by matching peer capa-
cities. A peer which contributes more resources to the network is typically serviced
by a peer with higher or matching resources. A connection-management protocol
promoting cooperation in P2P networks is proposed in [99], while a neighbor ma-
nagement scheme which monitors and identifies neighboring peers as free-riders and
isolates them has been proposed in [100].
3.8 Novel P2P Applications
With the popularity of the P2P concept and some maturity in the domain, a new set
of applications is being developed to take P2P beyond content and file sharing. One
of the most interesting applications under development/testing currently is the Peer
Phone [101], a P2P voice service, proposed by Swedish company TerraNet, in which
individual phones are responsible for audio call-routing to neighboring peer phones,
thereby creating a small network providing audio call services for communities with-
out needing any additional infrastructure. Such an application is envisaged to have
tremendous potential in third-world developing countries and can help bridge the
digital divide.
P2P TV is another hot area currently, in which P2P applications seek to dis-
tribute multiple video streams through the overlay topology, supporting the video-
on-demand functionality. Many established players including Microsoft have jumped
onto the P2P TV bandwagon announcing their backing to the LiveStation [102]
project. The European Union has decided to invest 14 million Euros on the P2P
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Next [103] project which aims to build a P2P based internet television. Members of
this group include BBC, European Broadcasting Union and Pioneer. Other known
players include TVU Networks [104] and Sopcast [105] Early issues with P2P TV
include its flaky video quality and requirement of a very high-bandwidth connection
to watch uninterrupted videos.
3.9 General Trends
According to Wittenburg [106], the following general trends can be observed in the
field of P2P networks/computing:
1. Emerging standards: Fundamental concepts have evolved and matured to an ex-
tent that they are now being translated into standards, which are expected to
remain stable for some time to come. Middleware for instance, JXTA represents
an important development in this direction.
2. Evolution of existing concepts: The fundamental concepts are being agreed upon
by the community of researchers, developers and users and revolutionary changes
to the P2P paradigm cannot be expected.
3. Analysis and performance testing: Performance metrics to evaluate various P2P
approaches shall be increasingly standardized as a means of comparison between
existing and new ideas.
4. Hype: There is some level of hype surrounding the P2P concept, with a general
belief that all systems based on P2P are better.
Although the P2P concept represents a significant advance in distributed sys-
tems, it is being applied randomly to all application domains without evaluating the
feasibility. Roussopoulos et al. [107] provide a decision tree to evaluate whether the
P2P concept can be successfully applied to a particular application. The elements
of the decision tree in order of relevance include:
• Budget (Low)
• Resource Relevance to Individual Peer (High)
• Mutual Trust Required (Low)
• Rate of Change (Low)
• Criticality (Low).
Generally, applications which require a high degree of trust deal with critical
data or operate in environments where the rate of change is extremely high are
not amenable to the P2P concept. Also, a higher budget usually indicates that
a centralized infrastructure catering to all resource requirements can be created,
alleviating the requirement for a P2P system model.
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4 CHALLENGES
The following challenges/open-issues still persist in the P2P domain.
4.1 Topology Organization
1. Efficient dynamic organization of P2P overlay topology in the face of high node
transience, i.e. when nodes join the network or leave the network frequently,
while ensuring acceptable performance levels.
2. Reorganization of the overlay topology when the P2P network attains a critical
mass, without impacting the network performance.
3. Strategies to select the best neighbor peer to attach to when new nodes join the
network.
4. Selection of peers in an optimal manner to provide fault-tolerance and high-
availability services to P2P applications, so as to reduce the message exchange
overheads and improve performance.
5. Overlay topology optimization keeping in mind the underlying physical topology.
4.2 Search, Retrieval and Routing
1. Performance testing, analysis and optimization of existing schemes to help for-
mulate benchmarks to evaluate new schemes/techniques against.
2. Techniques for maintaining consistency and efficiency of search indices in face
of a highly transient population of nodes.
3. Formulation of new search techniques which take into account not only the
information required by the peer, but also the requirement of compute resources
(CPU cycles, storage, platform dependencies, etc.)
4. Formulation of search techniques which can utilize the underlying topology in-
formation to reduce unnecessary message forwarding and ensure faster retrieval
of information.
5. Exploring feasibility of building routing strategies for P2P traffic into the phy-
sical network infrastructure, since P2P traffic already accounts for over 60% of
all internet traffic. This might allow more efficient routing of P2P traffic at the
network layer compared to the application layer.
4.3 Resource Management
1. Formulation and validation of new frameworks which take into account sharing of
idle compute resources (CPU, storage, peripherals etc.) and expert knowledge,
promoting new avenues for collaboration and sharing.
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2. Formulation of new negotiation mechanisms for sharing of computing resources
between peers.
3. Ensuring fairness in sharing of resources.
4. Load balancing amongst peers in sharing of resources.
5. Formulation of new incentive schemes to discourage free-riding and promote
greater contribution of resources from peers.
6. Schemes for decentralized, distributed scheduling and monitoring of remote work
(work submitted by a remote peer) and ensuring its success in face of node
transience.
7. Security issues in sharing computing resources and their solutions.
8. Evolving Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for peers regarding computing
resource usage and ensuring compliance.
4.4 Security and Trust Management
1. Formulation of new trust management schemes when computing resources such
as CPU cycles, storage and peripherals attached to a peer are shared. Such
schemes would take into account the level of service provided by the peers and
its reliability factor.
2. Evolution of new security frameworks for P2P systems, which allow P2P ap-
plications to be deployed within and across organizations which have stringent
security policies regarding sharing of confidential data and critical resources.
3. Formulation of effective security mechanisms for the individual peer, alleviating
the need for complex decentralized trust and reputation management schemes
which add to the operational overheads of P2P networks.
4. Ensuring privacy, authentication, nonrepudiation and data integrity even when
the participating peers are anonymous.
4.5 Legal and Social Issues
1. Formulation of technical strategies to prevent sharing of unauthorized informa-
tion and protection of copyrighted information/intellectual property.
2. Lack of legislation in a majority of the countries regarding fair use of copyrighted
material/information and existence of outdated IPR laws.
3. Dealing with the double-edged sword of “anonymity”, which is a desirable prop-
erty of P2P networks to avoid censorship and centralized control. However,
anonymity also provides cover to indulge in illegal acts. The use of social net-
working sites by criminal elements, as seen in the kidnapping and murder of
Adnan Patrawala [108] in Mumbai, India, exposes the dark side of this phe-
nomenon. With 80% of the users of popular social networking sites estimated
to be young teens and children, who tend to use the anonymity offered by P2P
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networks to lead a parallel digital existence, the possibility of their exploitation
is real.
5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This section attempts to identify some areas within the P2P domain which could
see some advances in the near future.
5.1 Extending the Power of P2P Across Enterprises
It is the view of the authors that advances in the P2P domain have focused mainly on
the individual computers/users connected to the internet and have somehow left out
the large enterprises, small and medium businesses and other organizations which
also have requirements for information/data sharing, collaboration, scalable storage
and specialized compute resources. Further the solution should be able to adapt
to dynamically changing environments, be extremely fault-tolerant and resilient to
security attacks requirements which are fulfilled in design by P2P systems.
Although the concept of cross-organizational interactions using a technology-
based framework has been espoused earlier through concepts like desktop grids [73,
74] and virtual organizations [109, 110], these are essentially systems with centralized
control and suffering from drawbacks such as single point of failure and lack of
scalability.
Only recently have researchers begun to focus on the possible cross-enterprise
P2P applications. Schroth et al. [111] talk about a purely decentralized P2P model
for service composition and utilization in a cross-organization manner. Chen et
al. [112] talk about a trust-based method for secure resource sharing across orga-
nizations, while Gupta et al. [113] talk about collaborative knowledge management
using P2P-based technology. There is not enough literature promoting the use of
the P2P concept for cross-organizational collaboration and to build applications
spanning organizations. Neither has a comprehensive framework enabling content
sharing, communication and distributed computation been proposed.
Thus, future work in the P2P domain should include P2P systems which cater to
the specific requirements of the enterprise and which permit peer interactions across
enterprises in a secure and transparent manner. This would enable the creation of
new business models, enabling organizations to trade specialized resources, generate
revenue by leasing out idle resources or charge for resource usage on a pay-per-use
basis. This would greatly benefit the small business which may not have the neces-
sary financial resources to create specialized compute resources. Such frameworks,
if available can also have a deep impact in third-world countries where a majority
of educational institutions are unable to provide access to the latest technologies to
their students. By effectively leveraging the computer/human resources available at
other organizations/institutions, the potential benefits for these countries, small or-
ganizations and institutions can only be imagined. Specific issues like organizational
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computer resource aggregation and location, resource management, fault-tolerance
and security would however need to be resolved before such systems can be envis-
aged. Details of preliminary work done in this area can be found in [114].
5.2 Beyond File/Content Sharing
Existing P2P research has focused on addressing issues related mostly to content
sharing systems with only some research addressing the issue of active distributed
work management amongst peers. Specific issues like security when peers share
CPU cycles and storage, need addressing by the research community in order to
build comprehensive P2P systems. Also, remote work distribution and management,
distributed scheduling, fault-tolerance etc. become relevant research issues for such
systems. For P2P systems to be transformed from being perceived as providing
best-effort service to providing tangible Quality-of-Service, issues like security and
fault-tolerance need to be addressed urgently. Peers-for-Peers (P4P) [81] is one such
scheme for achieving fault-tolerance for cycle-stealing P2P applications.
5.3 Quality-of-Service (QoS) in P2P
P2P networks have traditionally been considered too transient in nature to perform
useful computations for real-world applications, leave aside the formulation of a vi-
able QoS framework. The only mature application that P2P networks successfully
cater to, are those related to content sharing, where the sheer scale of P2P networks
along with strategies for content-caching and replication enable content to be lo-
cated and downloaded in a time-bound manner. A few attempts have been made by
researchers to propose QoS parameters for P2P applications, but they have been lim-
ited to content-sharing applications. Specific QoS parameters have been proposed
for:
1. guaranteed content location and retrieval (if it exists) – query success
2. time-bound content location and retrieval – query performance
3. correct content retrieval – content quality
4. video streaming and multicasting – delay, bandwidth and jitter.
A good discussion on QoS pertaining to content management for P2P file-sharing
applications is provided by Meo&Milan [115], wherein a QoS policy at individual
peers works out the best content management strategy for ensuring high-availability
of content and its assured retrieval. QCast [116] is an example of a DHT-based multi-
casting strategy which complies with QoS parameters for multi-media streaming.
Participating peers first organize themselves into a distribution tree according to
their buffer sizes and bandwidths to create and end-to-end distribution path for
streaming. This approach attempts to optimize the delay and reduce the packet
loss. The issue of ensuring QoS for media streaming in the face of rapidly changing
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network topology and communication channels is addressed by Nemati &Takiza-
wa [117]. The strategy selects multiple sources which can meet the QoS requirements
of the receiver. As the QoS from a particular source drops below a certain threshold,
another source steps in to ensure QoS compliance.
Hardly any QoS parameters have been proposed for P2P applications involving
distributed computation, simply because frequent node-transience makes the task
of distributed computation extremely challenging. This is especially true for appli-
cations on the open internet. SETI@HOME remains the only real-world distributed
computing P2P application utilizing the computation power of millions of PCs con-
nected to the internet. For a more viable computing model researchers have focused
on federated P2P systems (those which operate within a domain) and successful
examples like G2-P2P Condor, Avaki, CompuP2P and P3 etc. do exist for such
systems. However, these applications make over-simplifying assumptions such as
little or no node transience. Also, these applications make no mention of Quality-
of-Service for distributed computation performed. Hence, proposing a generic QoS
model for P2P applications is venturing into unchartered territory.
Figure 4 provides an indicative, unvalidated QoS model for P2P applications.
Clearly, performance of any P2P application can emerge only if the underlying com-
pute resources are available and dependably so. Hence, any move towards provid-
ing quality assurances or entering into Service-Level-Agreements (SLAs) with other
peers or organizations, is feasible only if basic assurances regarding the general
availability of resources and their dependability can be secured.
Although P2P systems may never match the high-performance computing sys-
tems such as dedicated grids, they can surely provide acceptable levels of perfor-
mance by controlling some aspects of their adhoc nature and making provisions for
security and fault-tolerance.
5.4 New Security Paradigms
Several existing P2P networks/applications utilize encryption for ensuring data pri-
vacy. Trust and reputation based systems have also been proposed to isolate ma-
licious peers. However, the overhead of trust computation and communication to
other peers throughout the P2P network is far from efficient. Also, several scenarios
where groups of malicious peers connive to create artificially high trust values for
some peers complicate the trust and reputation computations. Ideally peers should
be able to blindly trust all other peers, but have a comprehensive security mecha-
nism which is fool-proof and allows the peer to engage in resource sharing without
paying the overheads for trust management schemes. The Entropia DC Grid [73]
provides a novel solution based on binary-sandboxing of the remote application.
A binary submitted for execution is modified to intercept the system calls and con-
trol its interaction with the operating system and its resources as per the defined
security policies. The system however provides no control over the quantum of re-
source usage. A containment-based security model for individual peers [118] has
been proposed which addresses the shortcomings of traditional trust and reputation
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Fig. 4. A generic QoS model for P2P applications
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management schemes. Such a containment model, utilizing fine-grained privileges
and access control techniques, limits the activities carried out by remote applications
utilizing the host peer resources and ensures its security in all scenarios. Moreover,
it slays remote applications if they violate any resource usage quotas specified by
the host peer, allowing run-time monitoring for any malicious behavior.
5.5 Countering the Ills of P2P Social Networking
The social networking phenomenon spawned by many P2P applications such as
FaceBook etc., is fast becoming a playground for sexual predators and criminals who
take advantage of the millions of vulnerable users subscribing to these applications.
The anonymity, lack of censorship and centralized control afforded by such P2P
applications, also cause wide-spread misuse. The research community would do well
to build P2P networks with intelligent peers having a “conscience”, who would not
store or forward objectionable content, scan shared content being routed through
the overlay topology for viruses and spam and effectively identify and block out
malicious peers. Such strategies could be built into the P2P middleware, without
affecting the nature of P2P interactions significantly.
5.6 Standardization of P2P Protocols
Currently, there are many P2P middleware available; probably more than there are
applications, each suited to the kind of application it supports. Moreover, inter-
operability between heterogeneous P2P networks would also become an issue in
the near future. The time is right for an organized shift in the P2P community
towards standardization of protocols, frameworks to build and deploy P2P systems,
performance metrics and benchmarks and mechanisms for integrating heterogeneous
P2P systems. This will allow rapid application development in the P2P domain and
spawn a whole new community of P2P developers.
5.7 P2P and the Cloud
Cloud computing [119] is the new buzzword for describing an internet-based comput-
ing infrastructure which encompasses a variety of domains such as grid computing,
cluster computing, utility computing, pervasive computing and on-demand com-
puting. It represents a partnership between legacy computing infrastructure and
accessing the resources available on the web. The cloud consists of a multitude of
data-centers offering virtualized servers and storage allowing clients access to on-
demand computing, with detailed Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). The potential
of cloud computing can be gauged from the fact that industry big-wigs Sun, Mi-
crosoft, IBM and Google have jumped on the cloud computing bandwagon and are
in the process of proposing their own architectures and application development
platforms.
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Although the P2P concept has not yet been applied to specific issues involved
in cloud computing, there is a strong case where the scalability and natural fault-
tolerance offered by P2P networks is a perfect fit for the cloud computing paradigm.
Otherwise the cloud computing paradigm suffers the risks involved in traditional
client-server computing model single-point-of-failure and performance bottlenecks,
the same issues which necessitated the evolution of the P2P paradigm.
5.8 The Future Shock
The authors expect the next generation of P2P systems to be completely autonomous
in nature, with the ability of executing complex tasks independently and in an adap-
tive manner based on peer interactions. This will result in the creation of intelligent
systems built on P2P architectures, which shall be able to achieve shared objectives
independently without user intervention. Also, the desirable properties of the P2P
concept will attract more and more developers to develop the next killer applications
in the fields of P2P gaming, e-commerce, network management, data management
and expert systems for collaborative software development and maintenance systems
and the like.
6 CONCLUSION
The P2P concept holds great potential in designing and building complex software
systems of the future, which shall integrate many different domains from distributed
autonomic computing to intelligent systems. Before that the community of re-
searchers and developers need to alleviate the shortcomings of existing approaches
like security, resource management and non-standardized protocols and come up
with new strategies and techniques to enable the development and deployment of
next generation of P2P applications.
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